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MARKETING CONCEPTS
Inspired. Engaged. Connected. Star Event Marketing fulfills a call-to-
action with measurable results. Whether it’s a street team, trade show 
or a product launch, we bring innovation and new approaches. Star Event 
Marketing works closely with each client to develop exclusive initiatives that 
deliver high impact marketing solutions. We have the access, expertise and 
relationships you need to build and execute a promotion that actually works. 
SEM would like to help your brand find that inspiration that becomes your 
next big idea.

“Star Event Marketing was involved in strategizing the Kaiser Permanente Thrive street 
promotion for the last three years. The mobile workout campaign was paramount to the 
success of the open enrollment season. Because of SEM, we built upon our relationship 
with our key demographic and provided a memorable experience.” 

– Lisa Ching, CEO, Media 4 U
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EVENT STAFFING
Our brand ambassadors understand that an event is only as memorable as 
the people who help bring your brand to life. Because of that, recruiting 
and developing talent is a big part of what we do. All of our ambassadors 
are well versed on the product and trained to promote your message in a 
professional way. Our staff has a great sense of humor because they know 
that laughter is what breathes life into the brand experience. But they 
also have the good sense to take what they do very seriously. Star Event 
Marketing’s motto is “Tell me and I’ll forget. Show me and I may remember. 
Involve me and I’ll understand.”

“Star Event Marketing continues to impress me with their dedication to obtain both 
product knowledge and increase sales for our products.”

 – Christa Wittmier, Event Marketing 

     Manager, Young’s Market Company
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VISUAL DISPLAY
Star Event Marketing turns creativity into magic with fully integrated 
display setup and breakdown. We know how to pull customers in with 
our knowledge of art presentation. A major component in maximizing sales 
is creating breathtaking displays. Our focus remains on creating a multi-
sensory experience including color, lighting, product information and digital 
displays. SEM puts our client’s product in the spotlight. 

“Thank you to Star Event Marketing for the continued support with Amika and our 
other brands. We appreciate that you never forget the important details from tents to 
manpower. I ’m always impressed with your professionalism, awesome execution and 
innovative ideas. SEM truly makes us stand out in a crowd.” 

–  Shay Kadosh, Owner,  Heat Makes Sense Inc.
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FEATURED CLIENTS
Star Event Marketing works with some of the most powerful brands 
in the world. And we are proud to say that we help these organizations do 
amazing things. We captivate our clients target demographic by providing 
their customers with memorable experiences. Our clients inspire us daily to 
provide ground breaking, cutting-edge events. Our clients are our partners, 
our advocates, our inspiration, and our family. 

“Star Event Marketing doesn’t treat you like a client, they treat you like family. We work 
with SEM in Nevada, Arizona, and Hawaii and in each market EPC is made to feel like 
we are their only client.” 

- Bill Pache, Hawaii Business Manager, Energizer Personal Care
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MEASURABLE RESULTS
Star Event Marketing has built a reputation for producing breakthrough 
creative work. But of equal importance, we integrate a unique brand 
strategy based on extensive research and analytical tools. Our years 
of experience have produced a network of unprecedented access to key 
consumer groups resulting in powerful strategic insights and quantifiable 
results. Star Event Marketing provides a measurable and undeniable edge 
over the competitors.

“Star Event Marketing has been a vital part of Love’s Bakery’s business.They are able to 
reach potential customers through in-store demonstrations; moreover, provide product 
information to consumers and recap events with detailed sales reports. Love’s Bakery 
is proud to have SEM represent our business.”

 -Byron Chong, Vice President, Love´s Bakery
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RATES & TERMS
The rates and terms are subject to change at the sole discretion of Star Event Marketing.

CONTACT US FOR RATES AND TERMS


